Kimmel School Awards Ceremony 2012
Student Award Winners

Construction Management

Most Outstanding Senior: Emily Lynn
Most Outstanding Junior: Alex Hamilton
Most Outstanding Sophomore: Dylan Riddle
Most Outstanding Freshman: Garrett Lewis

Electrical and Computer Engineering Technology

Most Outstanding Senior: Nathan White
Most Outstanding Junior: Nathan Thomas
Trailblazer: Christopher Boykin

Electrical Engineering

Most Outstanding Upper Classman: Nathaniel Huff
Most Outstanding Lower Classman: Michael Jordan
Trailblazer: Chris Roberts

Engineering Technology

Most Outstanding Upper Classman: Benjamin Stewart
Trailblazer: Maria Henderson

Engineering Technology Distance Program

Most Outstanding Student: Kenneth Greene
Trailblazer for Engineering and Technology Operations: Dusty Walker
Michelle Gosnell

Master of Science in Technology

Most Outstanding Student: Benjamin Ward

Outstanding Senior Capstone Project

Best New Knowledge Project
Title: Simulating Surface Finish Degradation on Turbine Blades
J. Max DeGrove
Luke Howell
Faculty Mentor: Wes Stone
GE Mentor: Sharon Swede

Best Product/Process Project
Title: Protecting Caterpillar Seal From Damage during Shipment
Chris Justice
Zach Stamey
Faculty Mentor: Phillip Sanger
Caterpillar Mentor: Theresa Landing
Kimmel School Awards Ceremony 2012
Special Recognition

Scholarship Winners

Jackson Paper Company Scholarship
Carl Drawdy
Melissa Williams

Carlton & Margaret Couch
Endowed Scholarship
Nathaniel Huff
Edward Matthews
Nathan Thomas
Robert Rice

Joshua Thomas Grooms Scholarship
Benjamin Stewart
Brandon Meachum

Joe W. Kimmel Scholarship
Hillary Fearrington
Christopher Matthews
Patrick Schneider
Jeffery Lucas

IEEE Honor Cord Recipients

Christopher Beasley
Lee Holland
Casey Icenhour
John Ray
Chris Roberts
Nathan White

Tau Alpha Pi New Inductees

Joseph Gramley
Evan Hanner
Theodore Waltz
Kristina Ohara
James Holtvedt
Maria Henderson
Christopher Justice
Brandon Meachum
Benjamin Stewart
Christopher Boykin
Robert Rice
Travis Owen
Adam Huggins
Rory Branning
Zachary Sharp
Nathan Sawyer

Sigma Lambda Chi

Christopher Seager
Hillary Fearrington
Jared Wheatley
Jerry McBride
Nathan Pierce
Patrick Cabe
Steven Sherlin
Taylor Hall